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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Executive summary

STATE OF PLAY

Coty Inc ranks eighth globally in beauty and personal care
Western Europe and North America are Coty Inc’s top two regions for sales in 2021
Coty’s sales in most categories and countries decline over 2018-2021
Cannibalisation and portfolio divestment are the key reasons for the decline
Coty’s updated company purpose aims to bring its brand image back to trendy

EXPOSURE TO FUTURE GROWTH

Coty’s future growth to come mainly from US colour cosmetics and fragrances
Coty plans to build a strong skin care portfolio to diversify its offering (1/2)
Coty plans to build a strong skin care portfolio to diversify its offering (2/2)
Diversification of brands and categories offering is the key to maintain global ranking
R&D and digitalisation compose Coty’s future innovation strategy

COMPETITIVE POSITIONING

Q uick strategic adjustment and market reviving bring Coty back as eighth largest player
Overlap with key competitors will become greater as Coty develops skin care business
Coty withholds strong foothold across fragrances and colour cosmetics
Coty could look to expand key colour cosmetics brands to new countries

FRAGRANCES

Coty’s top fragrance brands bounce back on track in 2021 after pandemic
The US and China are the most anticipated markets for Coty’s fragrances
Coty to become industry pioneer for implementing sustainability in fragrances

COLOUR COSMETICS

North America remains Coty’s biggest colour cosmetics market
Coty aims to expand its brands’ influence across different regions
Coty to expand colour cosmetics for the licensed luxury brands
Overview of beauty and personal care: Product and brand coverage, 2021

KEY FINDINGS

Executive summary

APPENDIX

Projected company sales: FAQs
Projected company sales: FAQs
Overview of Beauty Survey: Product and brand coverage
Overview of Beauty Survey

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
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key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/coty-inc-in-beauty-and-personal-care/report.


